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TWO-STAGE REGRESSION MODEL 
LUBOMIR KUBACEK 
Introduction 
A mixed linear model is characterized by the relations E(Y\fi) = Xfi9 
p 
Var(V]i9) = £ 9t\/i9 where Vis an H-dimensional random vector, /?is an unk-
/ = i 
nown k-dimensional parameter, fie0lk (k-dimensional Euclidean space), X is a 
known nxk matrix, 9 is a p-dimensional vector of variance components 
(usually unknown), 9 = (5, , . . . , 9p)'e9 c dt
p
9 9 is an open set, Vi9 i = 1, ...,P, 
are known symmetric n x n matrices; E and Var denote mean value and 
covariance matrix, respectively. 
«Y-ir,.r,y.x-[% ° ] , c o , «-[*;. £ ] , 
where the dimensions of the vectors V, and Yj are «, and «2 («, + n2 = /i), the 
matrices X,, X2 are of the types w, x k,, AI2 x /r2 and the matrices _En, 222 are of 
the types nx x n]9 n2 x nl9 respectively, then the regression model (Y9 X/J, L) is 
called the two-stage regression model ([1], [6], [7]). 
The aim of the paper is to find the locally (or uniformly) best estimators of 
the parameters fi and 9 under some, in the following more excactly specified, 
conditions. 
1. Notations, definitions and auxiliary statements 
Definition 1.1. The two-stage regression model is regular if the ranks of the 
matrices X,, X2, £,,, E22 are: R(XX) = kx ^ nl9 R(X2) = k2 ^ nl9 /*(£,,) = nl9 
R&22) = "2. 
In the following the matrices £,, and _C22 are considered in the form 
£,, = ofH, and E22 = a\H29 where of e(0,oo), i= 1, 2, are variance com-
ponents; thus 9 = (of, cr2)'e(0, oo) x (0, 00) = &. It is obvious that the matrix 
£(#) is regular for each 9e$. The variance components are considered to be a) 
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known, b) unknown, their ratio g = o]\o\ is known and c) unknown with the 
unknown ratio g. 
The LBLUE (locally best linear unbiased estimator) of the parameter /?,, 
/ = 1,2, based on the vector Yt is denoted by P,(Y,) (if it exists); thus, e.g., 
ih[P\(Y\y Y2] is the LBLUE of fi2 which is based on #(V,) and Y2. UBLUE 
means the uniform BLUE (with respect to the variance components). 
The LMVQUIE (locally minimum variance quadratic unbiased invariant 
estimator) of the parameter o2 based on the vector Y, is denoted as CT2( Y,) (if it 
exists); estimators of the type V'AVare considered only; thus oj[o2( V,), p (V,), 
Y2] is the LMVQUIE of tr
2 based on <72(V,), ftx(Yx) and Y2; here c%[&i(Yx\ 
PAY,). Y2] = k]o
2
](Y]) + k2[p\(Y])9 Y'2]A[fi\(Y})9 Y'2]' (k,,k2 are properly 
chosen constants, A is a properly chosen matrix). 
Within the two-stage regression model the estimators are permitted to be 
determined in the following sequence only: 
h(Y\\ o2(Yx)9 6fth(Y,)9 o
2(Yx)9 Y2]9 A(A(K,), Y2\af(Yx\ 
tfiPWy of(Y{)9 Y2]}9 o
2(Y]9 Y2)9 o
2(Y]9 Y2)9 p2[Y]9 Y.\o
2(Y]9 Y2\ 
t2\Y]9 Y2)]9 P[Y]9 Y2\o
2(Y]9 Y2)9 o
2(Y]9 Y2)]. 
The notation #>[/?,( YU Y t̂T,2, <r2
2] means the (07, <r2
2)-LBLUE. 
In what follows the normality of the vector IK is assumed; Y ~ N(Xfi, L). 
The symbol A" means the generalized inverse (g-inverse) of the matrix A, i.e. 
A A A = A; A+ is the Moore—Penrose g-inverse [4], A~N) is the minimum 
N-seminormg-inverse of the matrix A [4]. Ker(A) denotes the null-space of the 
matrix A and Jt(A) denotes the column space of the matrix A. 
Lemma 1.1. In the model Y ~ JVj X# ]T 3.V.) the unbiased invariant estima-
tor of the vector 9 exists if and only if the matrix K(/), {K(0},, = Tr(MV,MV7), 
ij= 1, ...,p, M = I — XX+, is regular. The matrix K(/) is regular if and only if 
the matrices MV,M,..., MVpM are linearly independent. 
Proof. See [5]. 
Lemma 1.2. IfK{r)from Lemma 1.1 is regular, then the #0-LMVQUIE of the 
vector 9 is 9(Y) = S^ivo+ft where 
{S(ML0M)+K/ = Tr[(ML0M)
+V,(Mi:0M)
+V/.], ij = 1, ...,p, 
M = I - X X \ Lo= t 90,yi9 (90]9...990py = 909 Y=(fX9...9fP)\ 
Y, = V"(M2:0M)
+V,(M2:0M)
+ K . = 1, ...,p. 
Proof. See [5]. 
Lemma 1.3. IfT.0 in Lemma 1.2 is regular, then (M£0M)
+ = E<r' — £0 'X-
•(X'So-'XrX'.So-1. 
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Proof. The statement follows from the definition of the Moore—Penrose 
g-inverse. 
2. Solution 
Theorem 2.1. If in the two-stage regression model the variance components of 
and c\ are known (i.e. the matrices 2 n and L22 are known), then 
(i) #91(K1) = (x;.sr1
,x,)- |x;2n,K„ 
(2) AlAW), V2] = (X2K2-
|X2)-
|X2K2-'[y2-Cl9,(V1)], 
where K2 = C(X;Lri'X1)-
|C' + 22 2, 
(3) p2(YuY2) = p2[0](Yl), Y2], 
(4) fr(Yu Y2) = fl(V,) + (X^n'X.r'C'K,-
1^, where 
v2=Y2- CVV.) - X2(X2K2 X^-'X.K.'tn - Cpt(Yt)]. 
Proof. (1) is a well-known fact (see, e.g., [2]); (2) is a consequence of the 
fact that y2 - Cpx(Yx)~ N„2(X2&, K2); (3) is proved in [1]. As regards (4) it is 
sufficient to prove that a) the vector (i^, y/2)\ V\ = Yx — X,P\(YX), represents the 
class of all linear unbiased estimators of the function g(P\,P2) = 0, fixeSt
k\ 
fcegt \ which are based on the vector (Y\, Y2)' and b) px(Yu Y2) arises from 
P\(YX) using the covariance correction from the vector (\/\, v^)'. The rest of the 
proof is then a consequence of the C. R. Rao fundamental lemma of locally best 
unbiased estimators [3, p. 257]. 
a) The class of all linear unbiased estimators of the function g is 
% = {L\YX + L2Y2: Lxe®
n\ L2e$t\ E(L\Y] + L2Y2 \ fiu p2) = 0, fle«\ p2e 
e @k2} = | L\ Y\ + L2 Y2: T
 Ll 1 G Ker T X ' ' ° 11 . We shall prove that 
Lo, x2J LA21, A 2 2 J 
A„ = i - (x;)-(E|i)x;, A12 = - ( X D ^ ^ c p - (x2)-(K2)x2], 
A2I = 0 , A22 = I - (X9- (K 2 )X^. 
(*) follows from the inclusion 
[A,,, A121 K e rx;, c'T ^ ( C , ) c ^ ( X 
LA21, A22J LO, X2J 
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CÍ) = ď1) 
and from the equality 
dim Kei f* ' ' C ' l = «, + n2 - (*, + k2) = dimjA
 A | " A | 2 
L o, x;J L A 2 I , A2 2 
Each vector ' from Ker " 
L/.J L 0, x j 
can be expressed in the form 
щ, £;) = ((y;,^)[AÍ" A Ч , i i,єл", u2eď\ 
L A p , A22 J 
»-4:} because of A'u Yx = 
[4;:]]--
i.e. the element from tf/0 is of the form ( 
= i/j(A21 = 0), and AJ2 YX + A22 Y2 = v2. 
b) The estimator 
(**) ^ ( y ' ) - c o v [ ^ ( / | ) ' [ ^ ' ] ] [ V a % ' ] ] [v] = ^] 
possesses the property 
(***) cov 
Here the equality 
^M:l-<H^:3>4H:]l 
was applied. 
(***) is the necessary and sufficient condition for (**) to be the LBLUE (see 
[3, p. 257]). 
Because of cov[Á(r,),[ *' ] ] = [0, -(XiSn'X,) ' C M ; J 
Vať 
rv,i = r
M v o TTE,,, o 
lv2] L 0, M X J L 0, K2 
, where MX i = I - P x 
pX| = x ^ x ^ v x , ) - ' ^ , - ,
1 , M X 2 = i - PX2, PX2 = x2(x2K2 x2) 'x2K2 ' 
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and because it can be easily shown that 
H:MT :J7 : j 
we see that (**) after some rearrangement is /*,(/,, Y2) from (4). 
Remark 2.1. Theorem2.1 can be easily modified for the case of the 
known ratio g = of/of of the unknown covariance components. 
Theorem 2.2. Consider a regular two-stage regression model with £,, = of H, 
andH22 = G\H2 when the ratio Q = G\/G\ of the unknown covariance components 
(of, G\)E(0, OO) x (0, GO) is unknown. Then 
1. If M(C) <£ Jt(X2) and n2 > k29 then there exist LMVQUIEs G\(YU Y2) 
and G\(Y^Y2). 
2. If J/(C)czJf(X2), nx>ku n2>k2, then there exist UMVQUIEs 
G\(YuY2)andG\(Y\,Y2). 
Proof. Without any loss of generality we can consider 
-.-*.------v.-[i a.v..[j •]-«-[-.• »j, 
p=x(X'x)-ix'=rPn' P i 2 i 
then 
where 
p„ = x,(x;x,r'x; - x,(x;x,) ,CxC(x;x,r x;, 
x = K 1 - K ' X ^ K ' X ^ ' X ^ K - 1 
I = K "' M x,, M x2 is the K "' — projector onto the K ~' -orthogonal complement 
of the subspace J?(X2)), 
K = c(x;x1)
,c + i, 
p12 = x,(x;x,) CX = P21, 
P22 = I _ x. 
Here the relationships 
Гx;x, + c c , c x 2 Г ' = [A, вr' = 
L x;c, x;x2J Lß', DJ 
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_ TA-' + A'B(D - B'A-'BY'B'A-', -A'B(D - B'A'B) 1 ] 
~L -(D-B'A-'BJ-^'A-1, (D-B'A-'B)"' J' 
(x;x, + cc)- 1 = (x;x,)-' - (x;x,)-'c[i + C(x;x,)-,c]-,C(x;x,)-1 = 
= (xix,)-1 - (x;x,)-,c'K-,c(x;x1)-
1 
and C(XJX1)"
,C/ = K — I were utilized. In accordance with Lemma 1.1 it can 
be easily shown that 
M V . M J
 ( i-p"> !- -c-'..)"..], 
L-p„d-p„), P„P„ J 21 г 1 2 
M V 2 M = T
 P'2P2" Pl2d - P22)1 
L-( i-p 2 2 )P 2 „ ( i-p 2 2 )
2 J 
where M = I — P. The diagonal submatrices of the matrices MV,M and 
MV2M can be expressed as follows: 
(i - p,,)2 = MS, + x.wx.Y'ctx - x2)C(x;x,)-'x;, 
M J = I - X , ( X ; X , ) x;, 
^21 ' 1 2 = = X — X", 
P.2P2, = X 1 ( X ; X 1 ) -
, C ' X 2 C ( X ; X 1 ) -
, X ; , 
(I - P 2 2 )
2 = x2. 
Furthermore, x + 0 (<= n2 > k2) and x
2 + x (<= Jt(C) <£ J?(X2)). The first im-
plication is obvious. The other can be proved by contradiction. Let x = x2. Then 
K- 'Mx 2 = K -
, M x 2 K -
, M x 2 ( o M x 2 K
! M x 2 = Mx2) 
and 
K-' = [i + c(x;x1)-
1c]-1 = i - c(x;x, + ccY 'c-** M X 2 K ' M X , = 
= Mx2 - Mx2C(X;X, + C C )
, C M x 2 thus M x 2 K
, M X 2 = MXj=> 
=> Mx2C(X;X, + C C ) -
, C M x 2 = 0 => Mx2C = 0 =- J((C) c ^ ( X 2 ) . 
As x is positive semidefinite x + 0=>x2 + 0. If V{£e^'}x — x2 + kx2, then 
P21P12 and (I — P22)
2 are linearly independent and thus MV, M and MV2M are 
linearly independent. If 3{k0e@
l}x — x2 = )t0x
2, then 




PI2P21 = x,(x;x,) cVc(x ;x , ) 'x; 
are nonzero matrices ((I — Pn)
2 #= 0 is obvious; P12P21 #= 0<= the rank 
R(P2l) = R[*C(X'-X-)-
lX'-] = RVX-'M^CQi'-X-r'X'-] > 
> ^[M^CCXJXr'XJX,] = R(MXC) > 0 
because of the assumption Ji(C) <£ J?(X2)) and they are linearly independent. 
It is a consequence of the fact that the column space of the matrix MJ is 
orthogonal to the column space of the matrix X,(XJX1)~
1Cx2C(XiX1)~
1Xi, 
thus they are linearly independent. This implies the linear independence of the 
matrices MV,M and MV2M. With respect to Lemma 1,1 the matrix K
(/) is 
regular. 
The proof of the assertion 2 see in [61. 
Theorem 2.3. In the regular two-stage regression model from Theorem 2.2 // is 
valid that 
1. Ifnx>kx, then the UMVQUIE (with respect to of) of the variance com-
ponent of based on the vector Yx is 
a2{Yx) = vIHf
1 *,/(/!, - *i), "i = Yx - Xx0x{Yx). 









] v2][n2 -k2- 2Tr(R) + 
A 
+ Tr(R2)] - ^ o ^ ^ K r ' H . K r 1 vil/ij - k2 - Tr(R)]} 





02) = V ^ K 2 ' H . K f ' v2a
2




2{Yx) + i/2K2-V2][Tr(R) - Tr(R
2)]} 
is the {aox, <702)-LMVQUIE of the variance component a\. Here 
A = di T nx-kx+ Tr(R
2), T r (R) -Tr (R 2 ) "| 




l C + <T02H2, 
R = C (X ;H, 'x,) c (T02,[K2 ' - Kf'x^Kr'XjY 'XjKr1]. 
3. If Jt{C) c Jt{X2)&nx >kx&n2> k2, then the UMVQUIE of a
2 and a22 
are 
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^ ( K M v 2 ) = CT|2(y|) = { 1 / T r [ ( M 1 H 1 M 1 )
+ H 1 (M 1 H 1 M 1 )
+ ] }V ; (M 1 H 1 M, )
+ H 1 . 
• (M.H .M.YV, , 
à|(V„ V2) = â






where Mi = \-XiX;,i= 1,2. 
'2, Section 5.4]). 
= CT0
2, V, + (To:2V2, 2. Let us denote X = ,2-0 = 
Proof. 1. The statement is a well-known fact (see, e.g., 
"X„ 0 ~ 
c, x2 
M = I - XX+. Then by Lemma 1.3 
o2,H„ 0 
L o, ul2н2. 
( M 2 . 0 M )
+ = £„-' - Eo-'XtX '-VXY 'X'Eo-1 = ®, © 
L©\ © 
where © , (2), (3) are obtained analogously as P n , P12, P22 in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 
Ф = c + Hr'x1(x;Hr
lx1) c c 1 стmH,,X CÍXÍHГ^X,) 'x;н, 
C 2 = cr01 (H, — H, 'X^XIHj X,) X^H, )( = LYo^C, H.X,)' 
C I K 2 X 2 = K2
_ — K2~ X2(X2K2~ X 2 )
_ 1 X 2 K 2 ', 
K2 -= <J0]C(X\H^~ X,)





® H , @ , ® H , @ 
( M L 0 M )
+ V , ( M 2 : 0 M ) 
( M 2 : 0 м )
+ v 2 ( M 2 : 0 M )
+ = 
@ ' H , ® , @'H,@ 
@ H 2 @ \ @ H 2 ® 
L ® H 2 @ ' , ® H 2 ® 
f, = V ' ( M L 0 M )
+ V 1 ( M 2 : 0 M )
+ V = cm\n, - /c,)d,
2(V,) + [V2 - CflíV,)]'-
• C K K ^ C Í X Í H , - ^ , ) I C ' C 1 . K 2 . X 2 [ V 2 - C A ( V 1 ) ] , 
ý2 = V'(M2:0M)
+V2(M2:0M)
+ V = [ V2 - CA(V1)]'C1.K,.X,H2C,.K,.X,-




+V I] = T r [®H,®H, ] = cr07




+V2] = Tr[@'H,G)H2] = cx07
2<702
2[Tr(R) - Tr(R2)], 
Tr[(M£0M)
+V2(M2:0M)
+V2] = Tr[® H2® H2] = 
= o£4[«2 -k2- 2Tr(R) + Tr(R
2)], 
' ( M Ь M ) + 
ob74[«. - *i + Tr(R2)], cr07
2cT02-
2[Tr(R) - Tr(R2)] 
q,7V07
2[Tr (R) - Tr(R2)], o02*[n2 -k2- 2Tr(R) + Tr (R
2)] J 
With respect to Lemma 1.2 the (o^, CT 0
2
2)-LMVQUIE of the vector (of, of)' is 
p,2(K„ n) 
v2)J 
- < ì - ' Ш 
After substituting and rearranging this we obtain the assertion 2. 
For statement 3 see [6]. 
R e m a r k 2.2 Let the ratio g = of/a2 be known. Then the UMVQUIEs 
&\(Y\, Y2) ( = go2( Y]9 V )̂) and o2( Yx, Y2) can be easily derived. The expression 
for o2(Yx, Y2) is an analogy of the expression for ox( Yx) from 1 of Theorem2.3. 
R e m a r k 2.3. If nx = kx&Ji(C) <£ Jt(X2)&n2 > k2, then the relations for 




2) in Theorem2.3 do not contain the 
expression dx(Yx) which is impossible to be determined. Nevertheless, the 
estimators of(Yl9 Y2\OQX,OQ2) and o2(YX9 Y2\OQX,OQ2) exist. 
R e m a r k 2.4. The matrices K(/) from Lemma 1.1 and S(ML()M)+ from Lem­
ma 1.2 are simultaneously either regular or singular. The regularity of the matrix 
K(/) was proved in Theorem 2.2. The regularity of the matrix S(MvoM)+ (from 
Theorem2.3) can be directly proved if nx > kx. 
Denote S, = ^ i C ^ H ^ X , ) - 1 ^ ? - 0), S 2 = o"0
2
2H2 (S2 is regular), 
K2 = S, + S 2 (K2 is regular). Express the matrix C K K > X , *
n i t s factorized form 
C,,K2,X2 = JJ'> where J is of the type n2 x -R(CKK2,x2) and I?(C, K2,X2) = "2 ~ k2. 
Then in the Hilbert space Sfn^_k^ of symmetric (n2 — k2) x (n2 — k2) matrices 
with the inner product <A, B> = f r (AB), A, B e -9%, _ ky9 the Gram matrix G of 
the couple J 'S j J and J ' S 2 J is 
G = r<j 's, j , j ' 
L<J'S2J,J-





G + " 1 - ^ i , 
0, = s (MŁ0M) + 
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The regularity of the matrix J 'S 2J implies <J'S2J, J
/S2J> = <J^2
4[n2 — k2 — 
— 2Tr(R) 4-Tr(R2)] > 0. The matrix G is always positive semidefinite and 
nx — k, > 0, thus the matrix S(ML()M)+ is regular. 
Remark 2.5. Theorems2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 enable us to determine the 
sequence 















2] the estimator obtained iteratively 
can be used; for the value <JQ2 we substitute d2[Yl9 Y2\G2(YX)9 cr0
2
2] and repeat this 
procedure several times. 
Remark 2.6 The mean values of the following quadratic forms of the 
vectors V, and Yl9 frequently occurring in practice, are interesting (the notation 
from Theorem2.3 is used): 
(a) E(v'2K2
l v2\o






2, ol) = <r2[Tr(R) - Tr(R2)]/(<T2,cT0
2
2) + 
+ o2[n2 -k2- 2Tr(R) + Tr(R
2)]/cr*2. 




2) = o fTr lCH^x^(XiHf 'X .Y 'C ] + CT2(«2 - k2). 
This shows that none of the forms (a), (b) and (c) can be used alone for the 
estimation of the variance component cr2
2. An exception is the case Ji(C) cz 
c J!(X2)=> R = 0&CKH„x2C(X;H^
1X1)"
1C, = 0 (in detail see [6] and [7]). 
Remark 2.7. Estimates of of and of from theorem2.3, cases 1. and 3, 
are always positive. This is not true in the case 2. The probability of obtaining 
the negative estimates in this case decreases with increasing nx and n2. As an 
evaluation of the exact value of this probability in an actual case is difficult, a 
simulation study was made. It was found that nf — k, > 20, i = 1,2, was suf-
ficient for obtaining an acceptable small value of this probability. 
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ДВУХЭТАПНАЯ РЕГРЕССИОННАЯ МОДЕЛЬ 
ЕиЪоппг КиЬасек 
Резюме 
Регрессионная модель У ~ /УИ(ХД,-С) называется регулярной двухэтапной, если У = 
-*•***-[% ^•'-«•«••1-4» °]+4о; н}™"•-••*'• 
матрица, имеющая полный ранг в столбцах, / = 1,2, СфО, а Н, — л, х л, положительно 
определенная матрица, /'= 1,2. Существует только одна последовательность, допустимая 
для определения оценок неизвестных параметров Д е 3#к' (пространство Евклида размерности 
к,), &?е(0у оо), / = 1, 2; эта последовательность указана в статье. Получены локально (или 
равномерно) наилучшие оценки этих параметров и показаны условия их существования. 
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